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Background: Concentration of knowledge work in cities generates innovations entailing economic development.
This paper addresses the challenge of turning around the present trend of urban sprawl toward the concentrated
knowledge work in cities. The assumption is that dislocation of office and residential housing entailing longer
commuting mileage is the main cause of urban sprawl.
Methods: The life cycle costs method is used for comparison of office systems. The present offices system is
compared to the concentrated mega offices system outside cities, as well as the local and home offices within
cities. The life cycle costs are assessed with statistical data on space, materials and energy, and information services.
These are the main resources of the offices systems given labor and capital.
Results: Commuting costs about 22% of the annual average wage and causes congestion, fragmentation of
districts, health risks and pollution. These high costs can be reduced by changes in the office systems. The present
office system with commuting adds 40% to the average labor costs. The innovative office systems reduce these
costs by 15 to 28% of the present offices. Sensitivity analyses underpin the findings for nearly all urban conditions.
The local office systems are particularly cost-effective. The local office system can also save nearly 78% energy and
reduce 74% CO2 emission of the present offices along with less space use. Congestion, as well as fragmentation of
communities and nature caused by commuting can be avoided.
Conclusions: Some project developers invest in the distributed offices. Policies encourage such investments if they
reallocate funds from infrastructure into refurbishing of the available housing and internalize the external effects of
land use in the costs of real estate development. These policies increase smartness of cities, reduce energy use, and
improve living qualities in cities.
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Highlights
– Knowledge concentration fosters economic
development but knowledge is diluted in the
European cities
– Dislocation of offices and residential housing is the
cause of the knowledge dilution and commuting
– The present offices system increased the annual
average labor costs by about 40%
– Alternative office systems save 15 to 28% of costs of
the present offices systems
– Alternative office systems reduce up to 78% of
energy use in the present office systems and 74% of
CO2 emission
– Policies that foster the local offices system
contribute to smart cities and sustainable
development
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Background
Throughout the last century, the share of knowledge work
in total employment in high-income countries increased
from close to nil percent to about twenty percent. Nearly
all that knowledge work is located in cities. An observa-
tion is that this spatial concentration of artists, designers,
teachers, scholars, engineers, managers, policy makers,
and suchlike knowledge workers generates innovations
entailing economic development. High density of various
human capabilities in cities is supposed to foster
innovation because innovators can generate expertise and
stakeholders’ support for business development [1–3]. A
statistical analysis of the city employment in the USA dur-
ing the period 1940–1990 confirms this viewpoint: growth
of employment in the city colleges is associated with more
employment in cities after corrections for other relevant
factors. This employment growth is due to higher prod-
uctivity and more leisure business in cities [4].
Based on this observation, spatial clustering of re-
searchers and businesses is advocated [5, 6]. The European
policies have prioritized such clustering [7], less so in the
USA and Japan. In Europe, many billions of euros public
money is spend in Europe during 1990s on facilities coined
as high-tech valleys, campuses and suchlike. The results
were disappointing. Innovative activities, measured by pat-
ents, increased in the regions and businesses that received
funds but the activities did not disseminate across regions
and businesses [8, 9]. Case studies of the business clusters
show knowledge interactions beyond the regional contexts
and little spatial interdependencies of businesses and ex-
perts because both are mobile [10, 11]. Subsidies hardly
mattered for the firms’ mobility [12, 13]. Policy priorities
turned toward the stakeholders’ networks coined as “Triple
Helix” [14, 15]. The argumentation is that the networks of
experts, businesses, policymakers, and social organizations
can generate institutional arrangements that enable inno-
vations even in regions with low innovative capabilities
[16–18]. The stakeholders’ networks in cities are funded
under the label of “smart cities”. The smart city, herewith,
is conceptualized in broad sense as urban sustainable devel-
opment based on human and social capital, communica-
tion, cultural and natural resources [19], as the sources of
knowledge [20], as well as in the narrow business terms of
information and communication services [21], and energy
and environmental technologies [22]. This paper aims to
support policies on smart cities. The smart city is compre-
hended as an urban concentration of knowledge workers.
The worrying issue is that indicators point out at the
dilution of knowledge work in Europe. Data is shown in
Appendix 1. The available data suggest that cities’ smart-
ness decreases. Firstly, the European population is aging,
which reduces the networking ability. The share of
people above 60 years old is 24.5% of all 504 million
European Union inhabitants in the year 2012. This share
increases faster that the population growth. The share of
people in the studying age of 16–24 years decreases; it
was 8% of all in 2012. Secondly, the expenditures on all
education per inhabitant and on the tertiary education
per student stagnate, and the expenditures on research
and development decrease after correction for inflation
(Eurostat). Third, and above all, urban life dilutes when
measured by the number of people on an area. The
built-in space in Europe grows by more than 8% per
year, which is about six times faster than the population
growth or five times faster after correction for larger
houses. Space around houses grows. The density of
knowledge workers in cities decreases even faster be-
cause the knowledge institutions move out of the city
centers toward city edges when these locations are
cheap. If the stagnating knowledge work caused by the
aging population and lower expenditures on the know-
ledge work are combined with the enlarging spaces
around housing and moving out of the knowledge insti-
tutions, the dilution of knowledge work cities exceeds
8% a year in Europe. This process evolves particularly
fast in Austria, Belgium and Portugal. The direct effect of
the diluting urban populations is growing commuting
mileage. For example, every newborn European citizen
might commute in 25 years about 170 km a day compared
to the present 25 km daily average. The indirect effect is
less frequent personal interactions, which reduces diversity
of contacts. In addition to the negative social impacts, there
are also environmental concerns, such as the growing en-
ergy use in commuting, space coverage, and pollution.
With respect to pollution, carbon dioxide is particularly im-
portant because indicates impacts on climate change and
impacts of fuel combustion on health and nature caused by
smog, fine particles, and acidification.
The issue addressed in this paper is about possibilities of
turning around the trend toward dilution of urban popula-
tion, in particular the knowledge work in cities. The
situation in the Netherlands is taken as an example and
this situation is compared to other countries. The paper is
focused on mitigating the commuting mileage because the
aging and knowledge work trends are possibly even more
difficult to revise than the dilution process. It is under-
pinned that changes in the spatial distribution of employ-
ment and housing are drivers of the commuting growth
(section 2). It is also pinpointed that actions aiming to
reduce high social costs of commuting are taken but com-
muting still grows (section 3). Then, a few alternative
office systems are presented, which can turnaround the
dilution process as being a step forward toward smarter
cities (section 4). Thereafter, the social costs and benefits
of the alternative office systems are presented (section 5).
In addition, energy use and carbon dioxide emissions are
estimated as indicators of environmental impacts (section
6). Finally, conclusions are drawn (section 6).
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Real estate cycles
The phenomenon of the diluting urban population, called
urban sprawl, does not need introduction because it has
attracted a lot of scholarly and media attentions in the
USA [23–25], in Europe [26–28] and in Japan [29, 30].
The causes of urban sprawl, however, are heatedly dis-
puted. In the mainstream economic view, the reason is
growing demand for better housing and living. This
demand, it is argued, invoked shifts toward the suburban
areas that provide more space and other natural amenities.
The demand would explain urban sprawl during 1950s
and 1960s in the USA and Europe when income grew fast
but the process went on during the subsequent decades of
low income growth and even during recession, albeit
slower in the USA [31]. The argument that the changing
economic structure caused urban sprawl is more convin-
cing. The major change was fast growth of services in the
high-income countries from 1960s to 1980s when the
turnover of services grew 1.5–2.0% per year faster than
the income growth and slowed down thereafter (U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, 1996). During the last fifty years,
the share of services value in the GDP of high-income
countries increased from about 40% in the 1960s to nearly
75% in 2010 when about 64 percent of males and 82 per-
cent of females were employed in services in the high-
income countries (World Bank data). Although most ser-
vice work is done individually they are concentrated in of-
fices buildings. Nearly all knowledge work is done in
offices. With regard to that growth of office work, urban
sprawl during the last 50 years can largely be attributed to
the outward shifts in locations of offices.
The shifts in locations of offices are driven by fluctuat-
ing office-housing prices. The fluctuations are explained
by cyclic imbalances of demands and supplies on real
estate markets. The imbalances emerge because it takes
time before constructions can satisfy growing demands
for housing entailing prices increase, and when the de-
mands are saturated along with the prices drop the
construction activities cannot stop immediately because
of past commitments. Hence, the office-housing prices
peak periodically [32]; some assume regularity of 10 years
[33]. The price cycles of offices and residential housing
evolve not simultaneously. While the cycles of office
housing are driven by construction of offices, the cycles
of residential housing are sensitive to the household
income [34]. These two cycles have spatial impacts.
During the peaking office-housing prices there is pres-
sure to seeking for cheaper office locations outside city
centers whereas the low prices make city centers attract-
ive. Since people tend to live closer to work, construc-
tions of the residential housing follow locations of
offices when people income grows, i.e., with a time-lag.
Even if policy aim to regulate the residential housing, as
it is done in Europe, it can hardly influence urban sprawl
because shifts in the offices locations bring people in
motion. In the Netherlands, as a European example,
demands for offices increased along with soaring prices
when services expanded during 1960s. This process
invoked constructions of offices on the city edges entailing
residential satellites during 1970s. When the economic
crisis of early 1980s hit the real estate markets many
buildings became vacant along with price drop. Offices
shifted to city centers and residents followed, which is
branded as smart cities in the late 1990s. The economic
boom of 1990s pushed up the office prices. Offices spread
around entailing suburban residential housing until the fi-
nancial crisis in 2008 hit the real estate. Similar process
evolved in the USA [35]. As a result, in the USA, 42% of
all offices were suburban in 1999 compared to 26% in
1979, and about 37% of all office were “edgeless”, meaning
widely dispersed, compared to 38% downtown [36]. Simi-
lar shifts can be observed in Europe and Japan but data is
not found. Each cycle of the office real estate increased
the distance between offices and residential areas because
the vacant office-housing pauperize during low prices.
The distance has generated more commuting by cars be-
cause the public transport (rail and road) and slow trans-
port (biking and walking) are insufficient to reach the
scattered areas. Commuting with the associated infra-
structure and congestion, therefore, should be considered
an external effect of the real estate market.
An alternative is use of information and communica-
tion technology for work on distance, called telework.
Barriers are observed, such as social relations at work,
pressures on wages, small space at home [37]. Hence,
the telework evolves slowly in the rural areas despite
tele-networks infrastructure [38]. It is also low in cities
though high age and education are supportive to the
telework [39, 40]. The share of telework in the full-time
employment is nearly nil in several European countries
up to 3% in the Slovakia and Austria, 1.7% in the EU,
and in the part-time employment from nil on Malta to
15.2% in Czech Republic compared to 7% EU average;
part-time jobs cover more than quarter of all and
increase [41]. A lower share of telework in the total
employment is observed in the United States where
urban space is more diluted than in Europe [42, 43]. In
the densely populated Japan, however, the population of
telework in total employment was about 16.5% in 2010,
which is about twice higher than in Europe, and it is
strongly promoted [44]. Dense population and facilitating
policies, apparently, contribute to telework. The present
5% annual growth of the telework in Europe [45] is hardly
above the commuting growth rate. The present policies
support the real estate markets with tax exemptions for
loans, permits for new locations, funding of infrastructure
and others. Also liabilities of developers for the land use,
social disruption, environmental degradation and others
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negative external effects of the real estate markets on
society are obstructed. The public interest is that the
scale of offices and number of inhabitants in a muni-
cipality determines its income, which defines the
politicians’ position and clergy employment. Such
policies improve income of project developers and
institutions but enlarge the social costs of commuting.
It is an institutional lock-in.
Commuting mileage
Commuting is usually by car five days a week. The
commuting mileage grows faster than the total travel
mileage. For example, in the Netherlands between
1985 and 2010 the annual travels including inter-
national ones have grown from 120 to 170 km per
person but the share of commuting has grown from
21 to 34%, mostly by car. The average commuting
distance has increased from 12 to 18 km one way.
By personal car it was on average 22 km 180 days a
year in 2010, based on Nationale Mobiliteit Monitor
and CBS woon-werk statistiek. It is costly. The com-
muter’s direct user cost is the transport cost, which
is mainly car use. Typical car users spend about €5
150 per person on the car depreciation, gasoline, in-
surance, maintenance and taxes, based on Bereken-
Het.nl, Autokosten, and [46], but not all depreciation
and maintenance costs can be attributed to commut-
ing. The indirect user costs are the travel costs,
which cover road infrastructure, and travel time. The
costs of road use per person are minimum €70 a
year, own estimate based on [47]. The travel time is
typically 50 min one way excluding incidental traffic
jams, repairs and suchlike during 180 days a year. If
the commuting time is an opportunity cost of 50%
average wage, which is about €16 per hour, the
travel costs are typically €4800 a year. In addition,
there are non-user costs paid through collective ar-
rangements for accidents, noise, and waste and so
on. These social costs are estimated to be minimum
€470 per person a year in Europe [48, 49]. The
tangible social costs of a typical car commuter in
the Netherlands approach €10,490 a year, which is
about 22% of the average salaries. The dislocation of
offices and residential housing costs nearly €42 bil-
lion a year, which is about 4.8% of the GDP. The
four million Dutch commuters by car pay it directly
or indirectly. There are also values that are not paid
for. There are productivity losses in distribution, e.g.
waiting time related to congestion. Welfare losses
are stress, car accidents, pollution, impacts on
climate and others. Social networks are disrupted
when traffic moves through communities and nature
is degraded when landscapes are fragmented by
infrastructure.
Commuting with associated congestion is often
considered an issue to be resolved within the domain
of mobility through more roads and management of
traffic flows. This viewpoint may reflect interests re-
lated to the mobility business but it does not address
the cause of commuting, which dislocation on the
real estate markets as mentioned above. Hence, the
mobility improvements are ineffective despite many
actions. The demand-side policies put tax on fuel
and traffic, foster selective car use and pooling, re-
strict parking, regulate speed and flow, inform
people, and so on. The supply-side policies enlarge
infrastructure, improve public transport, limit traffic
in some areas, discourage car ownership and im-
prove traffic management, such as peak sharing.
Technology policies foster fuel saving cars, telemat-
ics for routing, new logistic systems. Spatial planning
aims at compact districts [50]. In addition, services
are shared with drop-off points and bus transits,
pedestrian, environmental, and low-traffic zones are
created [51]. Shifts from individual car travels to
mobility management are encouraged with tolls and
road pricing [52]. Non-technical innovations are in-
troduced [53], such as pricing of parking, public
transport fares and taxes, regulations through access
control, parking fleet, informing, carpooling, dial and
ride, staggered activity time, tele-working, and
infrastructure with park and ride, pedestrian and
cycling zones, public transport, and ramp metering.
The information and communications technology
(ICT) use aim to shorten the commuting time be-
cause optimizes travels, access of locations, diversity
of transport modes, enables multitasking and such-
like [54]. All these efforts have low impact on com-
muting entailing more congestion.
The commuting behavior is also addressed, such as
more flexible swapping of homes to work locations and
optimal routes planning. These would prevent 87% of
the commuting mileage in the USA [55]. This argument
is criticized for not accounting numerous trade-offs,
such as different commuting destinations of couples and
multi-functional travels to various locations because
people make shopping, take kids from school and so on
[56, 57] and for neglecting imperfections on route
because of road works, accidents and other hinders [58].
Many people cannot swap when there is shortage on the
real estate markets and when do not sense the costs
because the commuting costs are compensated or
exempted from taxes. If people have to pay these costs
the suburban housing has lower property value [59].
Office systems
The institutional lock-in caused by the dislocation of
offices and residential area is difficult to resolve but
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through innovations that reduce the imbalances on the
real estate markets. The innovations can cluster offices
and vice versa distribute them closer to homes. The
social costs of these alternatives are compared to the
present situation using life cycle costing [60]. In addition,
impacts on energy use and the energy-related carbon
dioxide emissions are assessed as being indicators of the
external effects related to the dislocation.
The life cycle costing embraces methods aiming to
estimate costs throughout production, distribution,
consumption, and disposal of a system life time. The
method of life cycle costing is often used for the cost
assessments of capital goods, such as infrastructural
works for electricity, water, roads, and buildings. The
methodology and applications for capital goods can
be found in several manuals [61–63]. This method-
ology is also elaborated for assessments of the sus-
tainability issues and applications for consumer goods
[64]. The system, herewith, is the office work with com-
muting. Solely the physical resources for the office work
are estimated: accommodation space, materials, equip-
ment and commuting. The labor and capital resources are
considered constant. Performances are assumed equal.
Four systems are compared. Four office systems are com-
pared. The present system of offices covers offices of con-
centrated on the specific office areas though there are also
offices spread in a city. Such Present office systems are
considered to be the reference for comparison with three
alternatives. Three available alternatives are assessed. One
alternative system is the Mega office; it means high con-
centration of office work in a suburban area and commut-
ing several kilometers more one way compared to the
Present office mainly by public transport. Another one is
the Local office: distributed sites for about 50 work-
places for rent on time basis and meeting points on a
larger distance, accessible from homes by the slow
transport (bikes and suchlike). Third alternative is the
Home office: extra office space at home without com-
muting. The costs are assessed in euro per employee
and in total for one million office employees, equiva-
lent to an area of roughly three million inhabitants in
the Netherlands. The office systems are schematically
presented in Fig. 1.
The accommodation space is assessed with the sta-
tistics of offices and verified with a study on the
space use of offices in the USA and the Netherlands
[65]. Per person, the Present office is assumed to
cover on average 35 m2 gross for work inside the
building and 20% extra outside the building for car
parking, travels and meetings at a third of the office
square meter price. For the Mega office, the statisti-
cally observed largest scale office category is assumed.
The space of Mega office per person covers 74% of
the Present office space. A smaller space outside the
building is assumed proportional to the lower car
transport in all transport. The space of Local offices
per person is assumed to be nearly 66% of the
Present office. This is based on observations of absen-
teeism in offices because of meetings outside the of-
fice, sickness, vacation leaves and so on, which is
observed in the statistics on the office work in the
Netherlands. This lower space use is reflected in rent-
ing offices per time unit. For the Home offices the
statistical smallest office per employee is used, which
is 20 m2 gross at the Present office price. Main mate-
rials are energy and paper. Energy covers heating and
Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of the office alternatives
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electricity for air conditioning, lighting and equip-
ment. Statistical data on energy in the financial ser-
vices is used. Compared to the Present offices, the
Mega and Local offices are assumed to use less en-
ergy because of scale advantages respectively efficient
space use, and the Home offices use more energy,
which is based on very large, respectively small and
very small offices in the statistical data. The main
change in energy use reflects changes in air condi-
tioning. The unit price of energy use is equal in all
cases; in reality the large scale use is cheaper. The
paper use per person during one year is based the
German banks uses [66], which is about 175 kg per
employee a year for the Present office. The Mega of-
fice is assumed to use 20% more paper for the in-
ternal communication. The Local offices use 7% less
and the Home offices 40% less paper based on vari-
ous offices in Germany. The same unit costs of paper
are assumed.
The office equipment reflects the use in the Dutch
technological institute (TNO), an organization with a
few thousand employees (this information is highly
appreciated). It covers furniture, ICT equipment, ICT
experts and networks. All alternatives are assumed to
use the Present office furniture and ICT, e.g., docking
station, desktop monitor, laptop, laser printer, server,
fax, repro copier, fast modem and networks (scale
effects are neglected). For the Local offices 30% less
furniture and ICT equipment per employee are as-
sumed but faster depreciation due to the time-
sharing. The costs of network are assumed higher for
the Local and Home offices. Hence, the ICT unit
costs in the Local offices are higher, which is a pru-
dent assumption because the present ICT utilization
rate in offices is lower. The costs of the ICT services
in the Present system are estimated based on the
average work and travel time of an ICT expert at the
institute, which is one expert per 38 work units. This
is also assumed for the Mega office. For the Local
offices only 30 work units per ICT expert are
assumed because of extra travels and care and for the
Home offices additional 15% costs because they must
make longer travels. A high salary of the ICT experts
is taken.
The commuting costs are transport costs (means)
and travel costs (time loss). The transport is assessed
with the transport statistics. The train and car costs
per kilometer are data delivered by the public trans-
port enterprises and automobile associations. The unit
cost of bicycles is a best guess. The cost of walking is
neglected. The average speed is assessed per transport
mode for a few commuting routes. It is 50 min one
way trip by car at 24 km per hour average speed. The
trains are faster but include walking. Biking is slower
but travels are shorter. The transport costs exclude
car depreciation because cars are used for various
activities. For the Present offices 55% of workers use
car, 10% public transport subdivided into train, bus
and metro, 30% bicycles and 5% are pedestrian. For
the Mega offices 80% of workers use public transport
and 20% car. The Local offices are reached by biking
and walking, each one by 50% of the employees. The
Home offices have no commuting. Per trip the aver-
age transport costs vary from €3 for the Present of-
fices up to €7 for the Mega office because of the
larger distances, no slow transport but public trans-
port. Reaching the Local office is low cost. The travel
costs are travel time times € 16, i.e., 50% of the
hourly average wage. Basic data is in Appendix 2.
Table 1 summarized key variables of the alternatives.
Life cycle costs of the office systems
Table 2 shows the life cycle costs per employee: the
office systems in columns, the total costs of the office
work and commuting with the main cost factors as
percentage of the totals in rows. The Present office
work costs annually about €23,400 per employee.
Table 1 Main input variables of the alternative office systems
Data per year per person Present Mega Local Home







Energy us, MWh 12 9 4 13.6
Paper use, kg 175 209 163 116
Informatics support, h 46 46 59 69
Travel distance, km 3127 7920 270 0
Travel time, h 123 118 41 0
Table 2 Life cycle costs of the office systems








Total costs in € 23,384 19,892 18,150 16,840
Total cost saving 0 12% 22% 28%
Cost factors
Space 44% 37% 44% 43%
Materials 15% 18% 21% 23%
Equipment 16% 19% 27% 34%
Subtotal 76% 75% 91% 100%
Work related in € 17,736 14 909 16,582 16,840
Transport 5% 12% 0% 0%
Travel 19% 13% 9% 0%
Subtotal 24% 25% 9% 0%
Commuting related € 5649 4983 1568 -
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These costs add to about €60,000 annual average
costs of labor in 2015 in the Netherlands. The alter-
natives are cheaper: the Mega office work 12%, the
Local office 22% and Home offices 28%. The most
costly factor in all cases is the accommodation, which
is 43% of the total costs, but 37% of the Mega office
costs due to the higher density. The costs of energy
and paper cover about 15% of the Present offices
costs but they are higher in all alternatives up to 23%
of the Home office costs. The equipment costs, in
particular the ICT services, increase from 16% of the
Present offices costs up to 27% of the Local offices
and even 34% of the Home offices costs. Compared
to the Present offices, the Mega offices are 15%
cheaper due to its higher density; and the Local and
Home offices are 7 and 5% cheaper than the latter
because the lower accommodation costs outweigh the
extra costs of ICT. Due to much biking and walking
in the Netherlands the transport costs are only 5% of
the total life cycle costs of the Present offices. This
share is presumably higher in the thinly populated
countries and in the countries with little slow trans-
port. The travel costs are 19% of the life cycle costs.
The Mega office may cause higher transport costs but
lower travel costs thanks to more public transport
and shorter travel time. The commuting costs to
Local offices and Home offices are low, respectively,
nil (Table 2).
Table 3 shows the annual costs of one million of-
fice workers. For the Local and Home offices, one
million teleworkers in the Netherlands would bring
this country close to the top of countries’ telework
in Europe. The office alternatives are in columns,
the main costs in rows. The Present office system
costs about €23 billion per million employees per
year. The Mega offices can save about €3.5 billion,
the Local ones about €5.2 billion and the Home of-
fices about €6.5 billion, excluding car depreciation
and maintenance, waiting time in traffic jams and
the social costs of external effects. Four sensitivity
analyses are made. One is 50% cheaper office space,
e.g., in peripheries. Second is no travel costs, e.g.,
people do not mind time. Third are extra ICT ser-
vice costs, e.g., high demand for experts. Fourth is a
combination of all. The sensitivity analyses confirm
the cost savings, but the combination of all is costly
for the Home offices though each separate factors in
the sensitivity analysis is lower costs. This is because
the costs of energy, paper, and ICT equipment in
the Home offices remain high. The Local offices sys-
tem is the most cost-effective alternative.
Table 3 Life cycle costs for one million employees with
sensitivity analyses








Space use 10.3 7.4 7.9 7.2
Material costs 1.2 1.3 0.9 0.9
ICT costs 6.2 6.2 7.7 8.7
Transport costs 1.2 2.5 0.0 0.0
Travel costs 4.5 2.5 1.6 0.0
Total 23.4 19.9 18.2 16.8









Reference life cycle cost 100 86 81 78
50% cheaper space 100 89 78 73
No travel costs 100 93 91 95
150% ICT wages 100 86 81 78
Combinationb 100 100 96 103
aIndex relative to the total life cycle costs
bCombination of cheaper space, no travel costs and high ICT wage
Table 4 Energy use and carbon dioxide emission (CO2) of the
office alternatives
In kWh/year Present Mega Local Home
Offices
Lighting 1468 1299 812 1468
Air conditioning electric 991 932 485 1109
Air conditioning gas 8900 6261 2236 10,364
Equipment 622 523 361 684
Subtotal office use 11,981 9014 3894 13625
Subtotal office energy reduction 0% 25% 67% −14%
Transport
Car 4442 3397 0 0
Train 97 760 0 0
Subtotal transport energy reduction 4539 4157 0 0
Total MWh per person 16.5 13.2 3.9 13.6
Energy reduction 0% 20% 76% 18%
CO2 kg per year per person
Office electricity 511 383 163 582
Office gas 134 95 34 157
Car 128 98 0 0
Train 4 33 0 0
Total kg/year 777 608 197 738
Percent of typical CO2 per capita
a 7.4% 5.8% 1.9% 7.0%
Emission reduction 0% 22% 75% 5%
Emission factors for CO2 in kg per kWh are for offices electricity 0.043 [69], for
car 0.029 [70], for train 0.035 [71, 72] for gas 0.015 [73]; gas is
35 MJ/m3, 3.6 MJ/kWh
aAssumed 10 500 kg CO2 per person per year
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Energy
All alternatives office systems eliminate congestion.
The distributed offices systems of Local and Home
offices also reduce space use in cities to about half
of the present offices because cars do not need park-
ing places at home and at offices. In addition, energy
saving and reduction of carbon dioxide emission are
feasible. The embodied energy in buildings is rele-
vant as it exceeds 200 GJ, i.e., 55 MWh, for a 50 m2
office compared to about 5 MWh a year for the of-
fice work [67]. The embodied energy, however, is
not included because it is not directly related to
work and the materials’ embodiment varies [68]. The
office work covers four components: electricity for
lighting, air condition and equipment and gas use
for air conditioning. The commuting covers energy
use for cars and trains; other types of communica-
tion are neglected because their shares in total are
low. Slow transport by walking and biking is as-
sumed to be free of energy use because fuels are not
involved. Table 4 shows the energy use and energy-
related carbon dioxide emissions of the office
alternatives.
The energy use of a typical office worker in the
present offices is about 4.4 MWh per year, which is
mainly for heating and lighting. Equipment is a minor
user. In addition, such worker uses about 4.5 MWh for
commuting. Together this is about twice as much as
a typical city inhabitant at home. The Mega offices
can reduce about 11% of the energy use. About half
of this reduction is due to the assumption about
smaller offices. Another half is due to substitution
of rail for car driving. The Local offices can save
about 78% of the Present offices energy use. Slow
transport is important. Nearly 53% can be saved
when offices are efficiently used. The energy savings
of the Home offices is 49% because transport is not
needed but more energy is used at home. These re-
sults are reflected in carbon dioxide emissions. An
office worker in the present offices causes about
313 kg carbon dioxide emission per year. In the
Netherlands, it is about 3% of all carbon dioxide
per capita. The Mega office reduces 10% of this
emission, the Local offices about 74% of them and
the reduction percentage of the Home office sys-
tems is in-between.
Conclusions
Possibilities of fostering smart cities are discussed
given that concentration of knowledge workers in
cities generates innovations entailing economic
development. The issue is that constructing new
office and residential housing in suburbs is often
more attractive to project developers than upgradation
of the existing one in cities. The dislocation of
offices and residential areas caused by imbalances
on the real estate markets dilutes knowledge work
and enlarges commuting, which undermines policies
aiming the smart cities. Next to the direct social
costs of commuting, which approaches 22% of the
annual average salary, there are losses in productiv-
ity of distribution and welfare losses in the urban
communities and in nature. These losses are
unpaid external effects of the real estate markets.
Changes of the office systems reduce the social
costs and generate knowledge work in cities. The
life cycle costs of the Present office system are
higher compared to three alternative systems: con-
centration in Mega offices, distribution in Local of-
fices or dispersion in Home office. The costs of
office work and commuting can be reduced com-
pared to the Present offices. The cost savings per
million office employees approach €3.5 billion for
the Mega offices, to €5.2 billion for the Local of-
fices up to €6.5 billion for the Home offices. The
Mega office systems have scale advantages in ac-
commodation and public transport. The Local of-
fices systems use space efficiently and reduce
commuting to nearly nil, which outweighs the add-
itional ICT costs needed to facilitate such distrib-
uted office system. The Home offices systems have
nil commuting, which outweighs the costs of the
extra office space at home and high ICT costs.
The outcome is robust for the low cost of space,
costless travel time and high ICT costs. The low
cost Local offices are robust under various condi-
tions. About 74% energy and carbon dioxide emis-
sions can be reduced through the Local office
systems because they use the office space efficiently
and do not need fuels for commuting. It is a net
beneficial way of mitigating climate change. Trend
toward the Local office systems is observed in cit-
ies across countries. These systems are expressed
in cafes, restaurants and suchlike where people do
office works. This way, the city centers are recap-
tured by knowledge workers. Project development
can tune offices to this diversity of locations for
knowledge work, which upgrades assets of the pub-
lic spaces in cities. Institutional barriers impede the
shift to the alternatives because real estate markets
are not liable for the external effects of imbalances
on the real estate markets. Policies can foster the
trend toward more knowledge work in cities when
they impose liabilities for the external effects of
the real estate markets through permits, taxes on
land, and compensations for harms caused by the
real estate development. It may increase costs of
projects but gives a boost to the smart cities.
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Appendix 1
Table 5 The European Union data on population, expenditures, and space use (data in 2012)

























EU 27 504 24.5% 8.0% 20 574,957 5737 138,432 6795 65,055 1.6 129 82
Annual growth
EU 27 0.2% 1.4% -1.6% 1.4% 0.6% 0.0% 2% 0% 8.4% 1.1% 129 7%
Belgium 0.8% 0.5% 0.8% 2.9% 1.1% 1.5% 2% −1% 21.0% 0.1% 193 20%
Bulgaria −0.6% 2.1% -3.6% 3.1% −0.1% −0.2% 0% −4% 1.7% 144 −1%
Czech Republic 0.3% 2.5% −2.3% 4.9% 1.2% 0.2% 7% 1% 6.6% 2.7% 117 4%
Denmark 0.5% 1.3% 2.3% 1.9% 0.5% −0.6% 1% −2% 1.4% 0.0% 178 1%
Germany −0.2% 1.2% −2.0% 3.4% 0.9% 3.7% 4% 1% 6.1% 1.0% 113 5%
Estonia −0.3% 1.8% −4.2% 0.3% 1.2% 2.0% 5% 6% −1.3% 5.6% 148 −6%
Ireland 0.5% 2.4% −4.5% 0.9% 3.1% 2.4% 4% 4% 1.3% 0.0% 182 1%
Greece −0.3% 1.4% −2.0% 6.5% 0.0% 129 7%
Spain 0.2% 1.4% −3.0% 1.3% 2.0% −0.6% 3% 1% 6.9% 0.0% 135 7%
France 0.5% 1.3% −1.6% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4% 2% 1% 7.4% 1.0% 136 6%
Italy 0.5% 1.1% −0.2% −0.4% 0.8% −2.7% 1% 1% 10.4% 0.0% 135 10%
Cyprus 1.3% 0.8% −0.3% 8.4% 2.9% 3.1% 7% 1% 0.0% 273 −1%
Latvia −1.4% 1.8% −4.1% −3.7% 0.2% 0.9% 2% 10% −19.2% 3.4% 95 −21%
Lithuania −1.3% 1.8% −1.7% -0.6% 0.3% 2.6% 6% 5% −15.5% 5.5% 129 −19%
Luxembourg 2.2% 0.7% 2.1% 24.2% 1.8% 123 19%
Hungary −0.3% 2.6% 0.1% −2.2% −1.4% -3.8% −1% 1% 12.8% 2.0% 159 11%
Malta 0.7% 3.0% −1.3% 3.6% 0.5% 9.1% 4% 11% 0.8% 140 −2%
Netherlands 0.4% 2.2% 0.8% 5.7% 1.0% −0.6% 3% −2% 10.7% −0.8% 103 11%
Austria 0.5% 1.1% 0.9% 6.8% 0.9% 1.0% 1% −4% 9.2% 0.1% 208 9%
Poland 0.0% 3.1% −3.5% −0.3% 0.6% 4.2% 3% 3% 1.1% 1.7% 121 0%
Portugal −0.2% 2.2% −1.9% 0.7% 0.7% −1.7% 2% 5% 15.6% 3.5% 204 12%
Romania −0.5% 1.9% −3.9% 3.4% −12.3% 1.9% 124 −1%
Slovenia 0.4% 1.8% −3.7% −0.7% −0.6% −0.1% 1% 0% −0.6% 5.7% 77 −6%
Slovakia 0.1% 1.3% −5.6% 3.9% 2.5% 6.1% 6% −1% 12.1% 0.1% 135 12%
Finland 0.5% 2.3% −0.2% 0.1% 0.8% 1.6% 2% 1% −0.3% 0.0% 174 −1%
Sweden 0.9% 1.6% 1.1% 1.4% 0.7% 1.0% 2% 0% 9.0% 1.0% 168 7%
United Kingdom 0.7% 0.8% −0.1% 1.5% 0.0% −2.1% 0% 2% −1.3% 0.9% 90 −3%
aTotal land is 3,947,726 km2, i.e., built-in area is 1.6%
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Appendix 2
Table 6 Space and costs of offices working place
Working place (€/m2) Present office Mega office Local office Home office
Work place gross 35 26 23 20
Parking 23 13 0 0
Others 11 8 5 4
Total 69 47 28 24
Work place (230) 7976 5991 5324 4608
Parking (69) 1563 884 0 0
Others (69) 791 536 319 276
Total costs 10,329 7411 5643 4885
Home, m2 (184) 46 46 46 46
Public space m2 97 97 130 130
Public space (69) 2304 2304
Office and living 10,329 7411 7947 7189
Index 100 72 77 70
Additional costs -2919 −2382 −3140
Table 7 Costs of offices equipment
Equipment Present office Mega office Local office Home office
Depreciation 1157 1157 1258 1009
extra network centers 0 0 441 441
extra network district 0 0 91 274
Interest 208 208 248 203
Labor costs 3842 3842 4866 5763
Software 393 393 393 393
Lease costs copier 11 11 11 11
Furniture 636 636 424 636
Total 6248 6248 7733 8729
Index 100% 100% 124% 140%
Additional costs 1486 2481
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Table 9 Data on commuting to offices











Time minutes 51 21 0 0
Distance km 21 44 0 0
Travel cost € 16 7 0 0
Transport cost € 5 10 0 0
Percent commuters 55% 20% 0% 0%
Public transport
Time minutes 44 44 0 0
Distance km 44 44 0 0
Travel costs € 7 7 0 0
Transport costs € 6 6 0 0
Percent commuters 10% 80% 0% 0%
Bicycle
Time minutes 26 0 9 0
Distance km 4 0 2 0
Travel costs € 8 0 3 0
Transport costs € 0 0 0 0
Percent commuters 31% 0% 50% 0%
Pedestrians
Time minutes 16 0 18 0
Distance km 1 0 2 0
Travel costs € 5 0 6 0
Transport costs € 0 0 0 0
Percent commuters 4% 0% 50% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 0%
Costs €
Travel cost per trip 12 7 4 0
Travel costs per year 4468 2512 1555 0
Transport costs per trip 3 7 0 0
Transport costs per year 1181 2471 12 0
Total per trip 16 14 4 0
Total annual (*) 5649 4983 1568 0
Index 100 88 28 0
Costs −666 −4081 −5649
Table 8 Costs of offices materials
Present office Mega office Local office Home office
Paper use kg/year
Printing paper 109 130 101 72
Packing 39 46 36 26
Newspaper
and books
16 19 15 10
Sanitary paper 5 6 5 3
Others 7 8 7 5
Total use 175 209 163 116
Costs (€4,6/kg) 806 963 753 535
Index 100 119 93 66
Energy use
Additional costs 157 −54 −272
Lighting kWh 1468 1299 812 1468
Air condit.
Electric. kWh
991 932 485 1109
Air condit. gas
m3/year
915 644 230 1066
Office equipment 622 523 361 684
Total energy
use, GJ/year
53.2 39.5 16.5 60.8
Lightning in € 101 89 56 101
Air condit.
electric
68 64 33 76
Air condit. gas 141 99 35 164
Office equipment 43 36 25 47
Total in € 352 288 149 388
Index 100 82 42 110
Additional costs −18 −58 10
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